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The Small World, Circles and 
Communities 



Agenda 

  Introduction to the concept 
  Overview of the Kadushin’s “seven fundamental 

principles”  
  Discussion 



Small World 

  Has it ever happened to you …. 



Where did the idea come from? 

  If the small world hypothesis has any validity, then 
in principle the entire world is connected as a 
network.    

Charles Kadushin, Understanding Social Networks 

  Where did it all begin? 
  How can we explore this hypothesis? 
  Has anyone participated in a chain letter? (does 

anyone not know what one is?) 



Kevin Bacon 

  What does Kevin Bacon have 
to do with the Small World 
network theory? 

  Has anyone heard of the six 
degrees of separation?  Or the 
game “six degrees of 
separation from Kevin 
Bacon”? Can anyone explain 
what it is? 
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Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon  

…is a parlor game based on the "six degrees of separation" 
concept, which posits that any two people on Earth are, on 
average, about six acquaintance links apart. That idea eventually 
morphed into this parlor game, wherein movie buffs challenge 
each other to find the shortest path between an arbitrary actor 
and venerated Hollywood character actor Kevin Bacon. It rests 
on the assumption that any individual involved in the 
Hollywood, California, film industry can be linked through his 
or her film roles to Kevin Bacon within six steps. The game 
requires a group of players to try to connect any such individual 
to Kevin Bacon as quickly as possible and in as few links as 
possible. It can also be described as a trivia game based on the 
concept of the small world phenomenon.  
 

retrieved from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Six_Degrees_of_Kevin_Bacon  



Principle #1 

The number of others that people know in their 
interpersonal environment.  Contributing to the 
linking of everyone to everyone is the fact the 
average person knows almost 300 people (perhaps 
double that amount) making possible the linking of 
interpersonal environments. 



Principle #2 

The distribution in the population of this 
number is highly skewed – a few people 
have a large network or large number of 
connections and others have quite small 
ones. 



Principle #3 

The actual number of paths in small 
world experiments is larger than would 
be expected solely on the number of 
connections for each node.  



Principle #4 

 There are clusters (circles, organizations, 
countries…) of individual units and barriers 
between them such that the number of steps or 
paths between units in different clusters is beyond 
the number than might be expected by chance 
(between units the number of steps is small).  



Principle #5 

A major factor for accounting 
for barriers and structures are 
social circles formed on the 
basis of homophily of interests 
and attributes.  
  What circles are you a part 

of? (Here’s my attempt to 
create a sociogram 
representing my circles)   



Principle #6 

  The “Small World” is a result of the small circles 
over-lapping. 



Principle #7 

  Circles and clusters overlap 
in hierarchical ways that 
produce the vertical 
stratified social world we 
see around us.  Various 
models have been proposed 
that predict a small world 
but do not depend on the 
size of the interpersonal 
environment.  

Retrieved from  http://goo.gl/nPxu8 



 
 
 

Why do some people have more connections than 
others? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Retrieved from:  http://www.fiftyisthenew.com/wp-content/uploads/social_graph.jpg  



Questions 

 Do you think the average person has as many 
connections in the 1800’s as today?  What about 
the nature of your connections – is your 
geographical reach larger? 

 How can we apply the small world theory? 
 Where do you see some of the small world concepts 

demonstrated in social media?  
  “What are the implications of new technologies like 

Facebook, which explicitly aims to create small 
world graphs as a vast network connecting 
members with each other?” (Kadushin, p. 209) 


